Media and Outreach Activities


Bertler, N., 2008 The role, effects on, and forcing of Antarctica on Climate Change. International Polar Year initiated public “Antarctic Festival”. Discussion Panel Member. Paramount Theatre. 16 April 08


Bertler, N. Antarctic Sun, 03 Sep 2010, by Peter Rejcek, interview with and Howard Conway on Roosevelt Island: “Roosevelt Island – US., Kiwi scientists team up to look at stability of the ice shelf.


Bertler, N. Nelson Mail, 18 Dec 2009 interview by Naomi Arnold on “Trial run for Antarctic project”.

Bertler, N. TV Hawkes Bay, Chatroom, 28 Aug 2009, 30min interview on Ice Core Research and Antarctic Climate Change.

The NZ Ice Core Programme – Featured in the April 2009 Newsletter of the German Embassy. Also published on line at : [http://www.wellington.diplo.de/Vertretung/wellington/en/newsletter simple/NL_Archiv.html

Bertler, N. National Radio, 21 Jan 2009, on Summer report, interview by Naomi Arnold in Antarctica on shallow ice core drilling at the McMurdo ice shelf
**Bertler, N.** *National Radio, 21 Dec 2008, with Rachael Rhodes on EarthWorks Six - Bringing It All Back Home, by Howard Lukefahr and Justin Gregory*

**Carter, L.,** 2007. Auckland Museum. Icebergs Pongas
http://www.aucklandmuseum.com/print.asp?t=527&


**Carter, L.,** 2008. Climate change briefing to the Executive Committee, International Cable Protection Committee, ARC, 10/10/08.


